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Ouestion (I):

a) Define the following: F
degree of saturation, water content, and void ratio.

b) Tlgnatural  dryuni tweightofasoi l  deposi twasfoundtotre l .T5t lm3.Asampleofthe (4)
soil was brought j: ll.laboratory and the minimum and maximum dry unii weights
were found as 1'60 t/mi and 1.90 t/rn3 respectively. The specific gruuity of the soil
grains is2.72, calculate the relative density fbr the toil d.porit.

c) Write a short note about organic soil. Using laboratory testing, explain how to (3)
determine whether a soil sample is MH or OH.

Marks
0-0)
(3)

Question (2):

' a) Explain in detail the procedure for determination of grain size distribution of a coarse (4
soil by sieve analysis.

b) The following index properties were determined for two soils A and B: (6)
;.:::i:.lii" rrt,
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: .  .'iSoil'(A1

Liquid I mlt 6s% 40%
Plastic I mrt 3s% 2s%

Water content 38% 28%
Degree of safuration t00 % 100 %

Specific gravity of solids 2.72 2.67
Which of these soils:

a- has a greater plasticity index; b- has a greater void ratio;
c- has a greater saturated unit weight; d- has a greater dry unit weight?

Give reasons for your answers,

c) Draw the plasticity chart, and then classify soils (A) uno p),.hscribed in question (5)
(2-b),using the plasticity charr. Equarion of A_line ltr=0,73(L.L*20)], equarion of
U-line [/, = 0.90(I.Z - S)],

Ouestlon (3):

a) Explain using sketches the following terms:
r Effective stress.
o Pore water pressure.
o Pressure bulb.

G5)
(5)
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A sand layer 8.0 m thick overlies alayer of soft clay. The ground water table is located (5)

at a depth 2.0 m below the ground'surface. The degree of saturation of sand above the
ground water table is 4ff/o, the void ratio of sand is 0.65 and-G-js given

as 2.68. Compute the total vertical pressure at the top of soft clay layer.

c) A vertical concentrated load of 100 ton acts on the surface of a homogeneous soil mass. (5)

Use Boussinesq's equation to compute the total increase in vertical stress directly under
the load at a depth of 3m,6m,9m, l2m, and l5m; draw the vertical stress distribution
along the line of action of the concentrated load'

Oueslllr{t (4):

a) State Coulomb's law of shear strengitr and describe-lts ferms. Ditvv the shear strength (t

failure envelope for different types of soils'

b) The following results were obtained at failure fiom direct shear tests on samples of soil: (5)

Normal load (kg) 36 54 72

Shear force (kg) 90 r08 t26

Find the shear strength parameters.

For a normal stress of 2.50 kg/cm2, what shear force would be required to cause
failure?

Oueqtion ($: gg)

a) Discuss using sketches the effect of ground water table on the bearing capacity of (4)

shallow foundations.

b)

(!!)

c

a

a

b) A square footing of width 2.0 m carries a load of 51.0 ton. The supPorting soil having (6)

the iollowing pioperties: C:0.20 tlm2, Q:20o and Yuurr:I.80 timr. Find the depth at C
which the footing is to be located such that a factor of safety of 3.0 is assumed.

For  Q=)g '  [ t ,  
=  17 .7 ,N q  =7 .4 ,N,  =5 .0 ]
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